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ALL SAINTS
A C A D E M Y

Vocabulary
Ellipse
One-point perspective
Two-point perspective
Realism
Refine
Layers
Blending
Surrealism
Design
Wash
Detail
Development
Typography
Brand
Poster
Selecting
Font
Outcome

Information
In year 9, pupils build on their previous knowledge and skills through a combination

of observational drawing, graphic design and ‘design and make’ activities. Students

build on their drawing skills by using one-point perspective. They will learn how to

use perspective and draw accurate ellipses through drawing a bottle from

observation in a variety of positions. Students will challenge themselves through

creating an ambitious bottle composition in the style of Surrealism. They will

develop their critical understanding of Surrealism through the work of Salvador Dali

and Redmer Hoekshra. Our knowledge based curriculum builds upon what has been

taught in Year 7 and 8 in drawing, textiles, graphic design and understanding the

work of others. Students are taught how to work using a variety of techniques

through creating a mixed-media ‘B’ Movie poster. This project consolidates their

learning of graphics, drawing and imaginative composition using collage,

photography and typography. We ensure our curriculum is broad and balanced by

encouraging students to produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording

their experiences in their sketchbooks. In the textile ‘bug’ project, students will work

independently through experimenting with fabric painting, fabric dying, batik,

machine embroidery and applique. Creating samples of each technique and

choosing some of these to make a multi-media bug outcome. This further develops

students’ evaluation and analytical skills as they learn to record their observations in

their sketchbooks.

Links to other subjects
Maths – shapes, symmetry,
patterns.

What you should already

know

Knowledge of: Tone, shading, 3-

dimensional, portraits, mark

making. Different pressure with

a pencil.

Want to know more

In year 10, if you choose art:

In your GCSE years, you will explore different artists, medium and skills,

discover art-ism eras and techniques. You will complete a coursework

project and exam project for assessment throughout both years.

Key Information

You will need basic art equipment for

lessons, coloured and graphite

pencils.

Knowledge Organiser: Year 9 Art
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